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Programme 4            

1 February              by Helena Sheridan
   
The fourth and Þ nal programme in a unit on colour, looking at patterns.

Poem
  Patterns

  I think I�ll paint a pattern,
  With stripes of red and blue,
 Or maybe I should paint some dots,
 And silly squiggles too.
 Perhaps I�ll paint a row of stars,
 All glistening and gold,
 Or what about some giant checks,
 In colours bright and bold?
 A ß oral pattern would be nice
 With ß owers everywhere,
 Or I could paint some diamond shapes
 And lots of pretty squares.
 My pattern could be simple,
 With ß ecks of brown or green,
 Or I could add some wavy lines,
 Of pink or tangerine.
 There are so many patterns,
 I don�t know what to do,
 So maybe you can help me,
 And paint a pattern too!

    By Helena Sheridan
Story

There were odd looking pandas covered in colourful polka dots and giant purple crocodiles that grinned 
from ear to ear.  Fierce tartan tigers with long tartan tails and strange, skinny green speckled pigs.  The 
Safari Park was crowded with all sorts of weird and wonderful creatures�.

Song
 Lots of Patterns

 There are lots and lots of patterns,
 Patterns everywhere,
 On the things around us,
 And on the things we wear,
 There are patterns on pyjamas,
 And pretty ß oral frocks,
 On shirts and skirts and blouses,
 And stripy woollen socks.
 There are dots and spots and squiggles,
 Checks and ß ecks and squares,
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 Coloured stripes of different types,
 And diamonds here and there,
 Row and rows of tiny bows,
 And swirls of tangerine,
 All make the most amazing patterns,
 You have ever seen.
 
     (words Helena Sheridan)
After the programme

words for discussion:-  DIY store; to �decorate� a room; ß oral pattern; plain; the keeper (of the safari park); 
a crate; a parade; a procession.

-   Discuss how many patterned object you can see around the classroom.
-   List/draw/collect as many different �patterns� as possible.  Discuss some of them e.g. 
    diamonds, polka dots, ß oral, checks, squares, stripes, tartan.
-   Collect words to describe some patterns e.g. squiggles, whirls, blobs, wavy.
-   Bring in some wallpaper samples, or borrow a whole book from a paint shop.
-   Clowns outÞ ts.  Why do they have colourful costumes and faces?  Draw some clowns.
-   Talk about tiny patterns � look at the threads on a jumper or other material.
-   Camouß age.  Talk about some animals who �hide� in their environment e.g. polar bears,
    tigers, giraffes.
-   Do you have a school uniform?  Look at the pattern on the school tie.
-   Read the words of the poem and song again and notice and discuss all the patterns
    mentioned.
-   Obtain a kaleidoscope and look at all the patterns.
-   The programme will suggest many ideas for art work. 

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: express thoughts, feelings
    and opinions in response to personal experiences, literature
    and media; describe and talk about real and imaginary 
    experiences and about people, places, things and events.

Maths
Patterns:   Pupils should have opportunities to: copy, continue and devise    
    repeating patterns e.g. continuing a bead threading pattern.

Handling Data:  Pupils should have opportunities to sort everyday objects and 
    talk about the reasons for sorting.

Science
Carrying out & making: Pupils should have opportunities to: make observations using   
    their senses and noting similarities and differences; record 
    observations in a simple form.
Art

Design:   Pupils should develop and awareness of texture and pattern e.g.
    by identifying patterns in natural and made objects.
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Cross-Curricular Links

PPROGRAMME 4

MATHS
sequencing
handling data

ART
patterns
collage

SCIENCE
camouflage
light

ENGLISH
descriptive words
discussion
comprehension
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